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printed on demand. Paperback. 316 pag es. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.QUOTES FROM
READERS: Just read The Safe Word by Karen Long an unputdownable serial tale thriller. James
Purefoy For DS Eleanor Raven Its not so much who, what or when but why that leads this
powerful read to its conclusion and Karen Long reminds us that a brutal, vicious and destructive
act is not inherently Evil or derived from Satan but is a rational choice made by a human being .
The quirky, offbeat and endearing relationship between Eleanor and her partner Laurence
Whitefoot shines a lig ht on this dark compelling world of sexual intrig ue and mystery. My
imag ination was certainly held captive! Robson Green Most fictional detectives these days have
to have a thing to set them apart from the others, and Ravens is one of the most orig inal for a
long time. The plot moves in some unexpected directions, and builds to a g enuinely exciting
climax. The Safe Word is an impressive, confident debut. Convincing characters and some nice
twists make for a compelling , satisfying thriller, and I look forward to seeing whats next for
Eleanor Raven....
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R e vie ws
Excellent electronic book and valuable one. We have read and so i am sure that i am g oing to likely to study ag ain once more in the foreseeable
future. I am just happy to inform you that here is the very best book i have read during my personal lifestyle and mig ht be he g reatest book for
possibly.
-- B re nd a n Wucke rt
Completely essential read throug h book. It normally is not g oing to charg e an excessive amount of. I found out this book from my dad and i advised
this pdf to find out.
-- Ma d e lyn Do ug la s
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